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Answer: C

QUESTION: 903
The project governance approach should be described in the:

A. change control plan
B. project scope
C. statement of work
D. project management plan

Answer: D

QUESTION: 904
A primary function of a project management office is to support project managers in a
variety of ways, including which of the following?

A. Developing and managing project policies, procedures, templates, and other shared
documentation
B. Acting as the project sponsor by providing financial resources to the project
C. Resolving issues and change management within a shared governance structure
D. Aligning organizational/strategic direction that affects project and program goals

Answer: A

QUESTION: 905
Decomposition, rolling wave planning, and templates are all tools and techniques for
which of the following?

A. Define Activities
B. Estimate Activity Durations
C. Develop Schedule
D. Sequence Activities

Answer: A

QUESTION: 906
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The run chart created during the Perform Quality Control process on a project is used
to show the:

A. relationship between two variables
B. data points plotted in the order in which they occur
C. most common cause of problems in a process
D. frequency of occurrence

Answer: B

QUESTION: 907
An output of the Manage Project Team process is:

A. project management plan updates
B. project staff assignments updates
C. team performance assessments
D. resource calendar updates

Answer: A

QUESTION: 908
Within project integration management, the statement of work (SOW) references
which aspects of the project?

A. Strategic plan, business need, and product scope description
B. Contract, enterprise environmental factors, and organizational process assets
C. Business plan, project management plan, and project schedule
D. Product lifecycle, business objective, and management strategy

Answer: A

QUESTION: 909
The CPI is .92, and the EV is US$172,500. What is the actual cost of the project?

A. US$158,700
B. US$172,500
C. US$187,500
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D. US$245,600

Answer: C

QUESTION: 910
A project can be defined as a:

A. Temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result
B. Temporary endeavor that produces repetitive outputs
C. Permanent endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result
D. Permanent endeavor that produces repetitive outputs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 911
The Create WBS process is in which of the following Project Management Process
Groups?

A. Planning
B. Monitoring and Controlling
C. Executing
D. Initiating

Answer: A

QUESTION: 912
The specific technique for identifying a problem, discovering the causes that lead to
it, and developing preventive actions is:

A. Inspection
B. Use of quality checklists
C. Root cause analysis
D. Use of matrix diagrams

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 913
At which stage of the project should certain factors such as the unavailability of
human resources due to constraint be considered?

A. Initiation
B. Execution
C. Planning
D. Monitoring and Controlling

Answer: C

QUESTION: 914
Which of the following are examples of interactive communication?

A. Intranet sites
B. Voice mails
C. Video conferences
D. Press releases

Answer: C

QUESTION: 915
Which of the following are inputs into the Administer Procurements process?

A. Payment systems, organizational process assets update, and claims administration
B. Inspections and audits, contract change control system, and project management
plan updates
C. Procurement documents, performance reports, and approved change requests
D. Project documents, seller proposals, and payment systems

Answer: C

QUESTION: 916
Which characteristic is unique to project work and does not apply to operational
work?

A. Performed by individuals
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B. Limited by constraints
C. Temporary
D. Performed to achieve organizational objectives

Answer: C

QUESTION: 917
Which of the following is an input to the Plan Risk Responses process?

A. Risk urgency assessment
B. Organizational process assets
C. Risk register
D. Schedule management plan

Answer: C

QUESTION: 918
Project Management Process Groups are linked by:

A. the outputs they produce
B. discrete or one-time events
C. the project management plan
D. common tools and techniques

Answer: A

QUESTION: 919
Which of the following is a means of reaching a group decision in which everyone
agrees on a single course of action?

A. Dictatorship
B. Majority
C. Plurality
D. Unanimity

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 920
A project manager’s authority is limited within which of the following organizational
structures?

A. Functional
B. Projectized
C. Weak Matrix
D. Balanced Matrix

Answer: C
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